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In summer Vixen was almost entirely nocturnal. Only in winter, when hunger 

controlled her world, would she hunt on through dawn into the danger hours, dodging 

rushing vehicles to cross roads, ignoring the roar and stink of them. Unleashed dogs, on 

their first walks of the day, were a minor danger, an irritation, and an energy-sapping 

distraction. They could never catch her: she knew every hole in every fence.  

 

For Vixen such fears flared and subsided quickly, and hunger soon returned to 

dominate everything she did. Such hunger could last for days, or as now, for several 

weeks. She had been roaming the sodium-lit streets for long hours since dusk. The sky 

was overcast, shutting out the moon, threatening more snow. In darkness she felt safe.  

 

In two hours from now the first lights of the slow January dawn would place her 

at risk. The dirty slush was frozen hard. Pickings had been poor. The continuing cold 

snap, with sunless days and nights plummeting to minus 10 C or less, had frozen the 

human food droppings, the main source of winter nourishment for urban foxes, making 

these morsels difficult to chew and digest. 

 

Now in her third year, Vixen was street-wise. She had learned to be patient, 

persistent, to thole her hunger and remain alert. Weighing less than five kilos her fat 

reserves were meagre. The growing litter inside her kicked and churned, making her 

edgy. Her imperative was to eat: else her brood might abort or be still-born.   

 

Hormones of various kinds also shaped her yearly behaviour cycle. Soon, when 

her cubs arrived, a new set of hormones would overrule her self-nature to make her put 

them first. Seven weeks past, in early December, different hormones had driven her to 

respond to the bark of the Dog fox, to submit to his advances, to engulf herself in a 

few brief hours of animal joy, as bio-chemical bombs exploded in her brain. 

 

Even on the darkest nights her eyes could detect the slightest movement. These 

well-lit streets combined with security lighting around dwellings made everything 

bright, clear and sharp to her, albeit in muted colours.  

 

Vixen's knowledge of her territory comprised a series of familiar black on sepia 

shapes. Her waypoints were notable fixed objects like large trees, Royal Mail posting 

boxes, the height and length of fences. Favourite garden huts and garages were 

routinely visited because they might harbour mice, frogs and beetles. These locations 

she reinforced with her urine. 

 

She was also acutely aware of the array of other smells, mostly canine, some 

feline, and some human. The acrid stink of intruding dog foxes she ignored. The 

distinctive scents of other vixens she sniffed carefully, causing her to yip sharply with 

displeasure because they had entered the territory she wished to hold as her own.  
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Her patch was popular because it was next to a huge supermarket, with its food 

waste and its attendant mouse and rat population. Such vermin, taken live, was her food 

of first choice. Like Vixen, such vermin did not hibernate and must forage to live. 

 

Sitting back on her haunches, she opened her mouth, stretched her long tongue 

with a yawn to expose her taste buds, sampling the air and, peering around for 

movement, pricking and twitching her ears. 

 

A few taxis raced along the main road at the end of her street. Two Robins 

bleated their mournful songs, competing for a mate while defending their own patches. 

In this eerie half-light urban Robins too had learned to live a nocturnal life.  

 

In the sound gaps, it was almost silent. 

 

At the periphery of her hearing, behind a high fence, she heard a mouse nibbling 

at seeds that had fallen from a bird feeder. She knew this place of old and moved 

slowly to the gap, squeezed past the fence and entered the rear garden.  

 

She stopped and waited for long minutes, listening, watching, tasting, smelling, 

and focussing her whole being at her prey. When she felt sure that the mouse did not 

know she was there, Vixen began to stalk it, moving ultra-slowly, in a careful high 

stepping walk. 

 

The mouse had its own defences: excellent eyesight, acute hearing, a keen nose 

and long whiskers tuned to catch unusual vibrations, such as the inrush of air ahead of a 

silent swooping Owl. 

 

Vixen saw, heard, smelled and tasted the mouse as a single integrated sensation 

etched on her neurones. She crept forward at glacial speed, each paw in turn rising and 

falling on the ice soundlessly, as if in an exaggerated mime dance. 

 

When she was within striking distance of the mouse, she stopped, and then 

equally slowly, raised her head and shoulders up, up, up, until she was curved high like a 

taut bow, balanced on her hind legs. Her front paws were now close to her cheeks 

forming a trident, her mouth snarled in anticipation.  

 

Vixen remained like this, poised in freeze-frame above the mouse, waiting for 

the best opportunity. When the mouse turned its back to nibble a fresh seed, she 

plunged.  

 

The mouse died with a short high-pitched screech.  

 

The gratifying warmth of the blood filling Vixen’s mouth, and the soft texture 

of the mouse’s innards, were short lived. Its death scream would alert other vermin 

nearby, sending them scrabbling into their nests, out of reach for hours to come. 
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The tiny mouse was Vixen’s first meal in over two days. Now she must persist, 

and hunt on into the danger hours.  

 

Minutes later she was back on the pavement, trotting to her next port of call, a 

patch of leafy earth under the thick overgrown beech hedge beside the enormous lime 

tree at the bus stop. This was a favourite roost for small birds, who often succumbed 

to the hard frost in these early hours before dawn. Vixen was hoping for one or more 

still-warm corpses to scavenge, before they froze solid. 

 

Without more food Vixen would die, and her brood with her.    

  

 


